
The nearest airport is Shanghai Hongqiao 
International Airport, which lies 24 kilometres 
north of Amanyangyun or a 20 minute drive; 
Shanghai Pudong International Airport is 55 
kilometres east of Amanyangyun or a one 
hour drive  

Location

Set in Shanghai, amidst a flourishing forest of ancient camphor trees, stands Amanyangyun, a picturesque 
retreat embodying the essence of Chinese spirituality, introspection and beauty. At its heart lies twenty six 
re-mastered Ming and Qing Dynasty houses which, with the trees, have been carefully moved 
brick-by-brick from the legendary region of Fuzhou in Jiangxi Province.

Maqiao town, Shanghai
In close proximity to Qizhong Golf Course, 
Qizhong Forrest Sports City Arena and Qizhong 
Forest Park

Points of Interest

Amanyangyun is easy to reach through all 
modes of transportation and only 40 minutes’ 
drive from the centre of Shanghai

A magnificent tribute to one of China’s most historic areas, Amanyangyun is the culmination of years of 
careful restoration and conservation e�orts by preservation experts and designers. The resort safeguards 
priceless natural and cultural treasures, giving a new life to antique houses and an ancient forest, a feat 
that stands to make Amanyangyun one of the rarest luxury opportunities in the world. 

Amanyangyun includes a number of residences o�ered for private sale globally. The 12 antique residences 
and 18 new residences have been designed and constructed with the same meticulous attention to detail 
as the resort.  In addition to the amenities of the resort, each private residence includes a large flexible 
multi-purpose level which has been designed to include a state-of-the-art gallery, cinema, gym, tea-room 
and wine cellar.

Visit aman.com

Aman Residences

To discover more, please contact the Aman Residences team:
Tel: (44) 203 861 8678   Email: residences@aman.com

For resort reservations and general enquiries, please contact Aman Central Reservations:
Tel: (65) 6715 8855   Fax: (65) 6887 3338   Email: reservations@aman.com



10 treatment rooms 
Hydrotherapy suite
Private Hamman
Russian Banya 
Nail and hair salon
Reflexology

Spa

Cigar lounge 
Bridal room
Meeting room

Other

Yoga and pilates studios

Fitness Centre

Indoor and outdoor swimming pools

Swimming pools

Relaxation & Recreation 

O�ering jewelry, artwork and clothing by 
renowned Chinese American designer Han 
Feng, the Boutique provides tasteful artican 
gifts and necessities inspired by Chinese 
culture and tradition

The Boutique

Nanshufang (Nanmu Studio)

Named after the royal reading pavilion in the 
Forbidden City, Nanshufang is a forum for 
traditional Chinese arts and culture.  It includes 
one of the most spectacular antique houses in the 
collection.  Guests can enjoy Chinese cultural 
activities such as ancient calligraphy, Chinese 
painting or a tea and incense ceremony in one of 
the nine elegant tea-rooms. Those who seek a 
balance of the body and mind can participate in 
Chinese martial arts and Tai Chi.  

Entertainment
IMAX Cinema

Residents and guests can enjoy six exclusive food and beverage venues: All-Day Dining Pavilion, the Chinese 
Restaurant, the Club Lounge, the Lakeside Café, the Aman Deli Village Shop and a 200-seat Banquet Hall. 

The Lakeside Café o�ers a more informal dining 
experience at the water’s edge
Enveloped by a thousand-year old camphor grove, 
the Aman Deli Village Shop provides specialty food 
items and wine for Aman guests and residents
A 200-seat banquet hall o�ers a contemporary 
setting for events and formal dining occasions 
with spill out to terrace and lawn

Dining

The Chinese Restaurant o�ers seven private 
dining rooms and an à la carte section. The 
private dining rooms open onto either a 
vibrant orchard or a lush, private courtyard
whilst the à la carte section o�ers views 
across the bamboo grove and riverside
The All-Day Dining Pavilion and the Club 
Lounge enjoy sweeping views of the lake and 
forest park to the south

Surrounded by a towering camphor forest and a tranquil lake, Amanyangyun’s thirteen antique resort 
Villas and twenty four guest Suites o�er serenity in the heart of historic China. Meticulously designed by 
Kerry Hill Architects with landscapes by Dan Pearson Studio, the Villas celebrate the craft and culture of 
the original Ming and Qing Dynasty homes, while embracing modern sophistication and elegance.

Accommodation

Antique Villa

GFA : approx. 819 -1,060 square metres   
Villa layout : Typically one master Suite 
and three guests Suites 
Each Villa comes equipped with a 
swimming pool and a heated jacuzzi 
for ultimate comfort 

Guest Suites

24 guest Suites are available in the club area
Each Suite enjoys two private courtyards and 
outdoor bath  


